
Pocket Build

**About Pocket Build**

In Pocket Build, players can create their own world. In this game, the only limit is your imagination:

from the beginning there are hundreds of objects available with which the world can be build.

In Pocket Build, you have the possibility to create your own little world. There are many objects

available for this purpose. The offer ranges from houses, trees and shrubs to bridges or castles.

To populate your world, also many different people and animals are available. Since all objects are

unlocked right at the beginning of the game and do not have to be gradually released, your

creativity is limitless right from the start. All objects can be placed arbitrarily, rotated and, if you no

longer like them, be deleted. With each update, new items are added so that your world can be

expanded constantly.

**Pocket Build - Features:** 

- Create your own world: In Pocket Build, the only limit is your imagination. In this mobile game,

you do not have to complete tasks, reach goals or score points: this game is just about building

your own fantasy world. For this you have numerous objects available that you can place

anywhere on the map. You have the choice between a variety of houses, castles, fences or even

trees and shrubs. There are also people and even animals available that can populate your world.

- Great fun from the beginning: Since all objects in Pocket Build are available right from the

beginning and do not have to be unlocked first, you can start right away and let off steam. In

addition, new items are added with each update, so your world can be constantly expanded with

new items, people or animals.

- Place, rotate, delete: In Pocket Build you can do almost anything with the objects. Find a suitable

place for the object, place it on the grid and turn it in the desired direction. If you do not like the

object after a while, you can delete it with just one click.

Conclusion: Pocket Build is a really innovative development game, because you can really let off

steam and have no limitations. Since all objects are unlocked from the beginning and new items

are added, you can start right away and create the world of your dreams.


